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Leave of Absence: The Board may grant a member leave of absence following an application 
from that member. Leave of absences will be held in the Public Excluded section of the meeting.

Matakore
Apologies
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The Council has set aside time for members of the public to speak in the public forum at the 
commencement of each Council, Committee and Community Board meeting (up to 10 minutes per 
person/organisation) when these meetings are open to the public. Permission of the Mayor or 
Chairperson is required for any person wishing to speak at the public forum.

Whakatakoto Kaupapa Whānui, Whakaaturanga hoki

Open Forum and Presentations

2. Whakatakoto Kaupapa Whānui, Whakaaturanga hoki / Open Forum 
and Presentations

2.1 Venture Taranaki

2
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Ngā Menīti Komiti 
Committee Minutes 

 
 
 
 

To Policy and Strategy Committee 

Date 19 October 2020 

Subject Policy and Strategy Committee – 7 September 2020 

(This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council) 
 
 
Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary 
 
1. The Policy and Strategy Committee met on 7 September 2020. The Committee is being 

asked to confirm their minutes including public excluded from 7 September 2020 as a 
true and correct record. 

 
2. There were five recommendations passed at the meeting;  
 
3. The Policy and Strategy Committee moved a recommendation (38/20 PS) that: the 

Council agrees there is no further use for the Oxygen Building and approves it be 
declared surplus and disposed of by way of sale by tender; Authorises that the Chief 
Executive be given approval to offer the Oxygen Building for sale; and agrees that if the 
Oxygen Building was not sold then a report of options be reported back to the Council.  

 
4. The Policy and Strategy Committee moved a recommendation (39/20 PS) that: the 

Council approves up to $3 million for the Waihi Road mixed use area and funding it from 
the Long Term Investment Fund; noted that this would enable the establishment of the 
South Taranaki Business Park and that the budget for the remainder of the cost would 
be included in the Long Term Plan and budgeted over several years. 

 
5. The Policy and Strategy Committee moved a recommendation (40/20 PS) that: the 

Council confirms the Council’s Vision Statement, Outcomes and Community Priorities 
be included in the draft 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.  

 
6. The Policy and Strategy Committee moved a recommendation (41/20 PS) that: the 

Council adopts the Council’s Groups of Activities and Activity Statements to be included 
it I the draft 2021-2031 Long Term Plan. 

 
7. The Policy and Strategy Committee moved a recommendation (42/20 PS) that: the 

Council agrees to amend Resolution 171/19(a) and agrees to commit the gross amount 
of up to $1 million to assist with the costs of developing a pathway from Normanby to 
Hāwera via Ketemarae Road and Glover Road. 

  
8. The Council adopted recommendations 38/20 PS, 39/20 PS, 40/20 PS, 41/20 PS and 

42/20 PS at its Ordinary meeting on 21 September 2020. 
 
 

Taunakitanga / Recommenda on 
 
THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee adopts the minutes, including public excluded from 
the meeting held on 7 September 2020 as a true and correct record. 
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Policy and Strategy Committee 
 
 

Minutes of the Policy and Strategy Committee Meeting of the South Taranaki District Council held 
at the Camberwell Lounge, TSB Hub, Camberwell Road, Hāwera on Monday 7 September 2020 
at 1.00 pm. 
 

 
PRESENT: Deputy Mayor Robert Northcott (Chairperson), Mayor Phil Nixon (via 

video link), Councillors Andy Beccard, Mark Bellringer, Gary Brown, 
Celine Filbee, Aarun Langton, Steffy Mackay, Jack Rangiwahia, Diana 
Reid, Brian Rook, Bryan Roach and Chris Young.  

 
IN ATTENDANCE: Bonita Bigham (Taranaki Coastal Community Board) arrived at 1.06 

pm, Wayne Bigham (Te Hāwera Community Board Representative), 
Karen Cave (Eltham-Kaponga Community Board Representative), 
Waid Crockett (Chief Executive), Fiona Aitken (Group Manager 
Community and Infrastructure Services), Marianne Archibald (Group 
Manager Corporate Services), Liam Dagg (Group Manager 
Environmental Services), Gerard Langford (Communications 
Manager), Kobus van der Merwe (Projects Manager), Becky Wolland 
(Policy and Governance Manager), Scott Willson (Business 
Development Manager), Sara Dymond (Governance Officer) and two 
members of the public. 

 
APOLOGIES: Jacq Dwyer (Pātea Community Board Representative). 
 

RESOLUTION (Cr Mackay/Cr Langton) 
 

36/20 PS THAT the apology from Jacq Dwyer be received. 
 

CARRIED 
 

1 Open Forum 
 

1.1 Wayne Chapman 
 
Mr Chapman was a local Rāhotu resident who lived at the Rāhotu Dairy Factory. 
Accessbility to town had been an issue for him due to using a wheelchair and there 
being no footpaths on SH45. With the increase in traffic and larger vehicles travelling 
on SH45 this had become a health and safety risk. A proposal for a footpath was 
presented to the Council some years prior however was considered not viable. 
 
Gregory Lane was an adjoining lane with seven residents and the Rāhotu Primary 
School (the School) who had a role of 160 students. The Rāhotu Community and 
Districts were petitioning for the gravel road on Gregory Lane to be sealed for the 
health and safety of the children attending the School and the residents on Gregory 
Lane. The strip of road had been used by speeding vehicles making it a risk to children 
and causing clouds of dust which was a health concern. 
 
The area was frequently used by buses dropping children of at the School and for 
cross country training every year. 
  
Ms Bigham arrived at the meeting at 1.06 pm. 
 
Mr Chapman would prefer sealing the road as it was much safer than a footpath 
alongside SH45 and it provided an opportunity for development and the growth of 
Rāhotu. 
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2 Confirmation of Minutes 
 

2.1 Policy and Strategy Committee held on 27 July 2020. 
 

RESOLUTION (Cr Beccard/Cr Young) 
 

37/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee adopts the minutes from the meeting 
held on 27 July 2020 as a true and correct record. 

 
CARRIED 

 
 

3 Reports 
 

3.1 Oxygen Building – Future Options 
 
The purpose of this report was to present the issues and options for the future of the 
Oxygen Building (the Building) for consideration. 
 
An additional recommendation was included to ensure that if the property was sold 
the purchaser had the means and intent to complete the required seismic 
strengthening, repairs and maintenance in a timely manner. 

 
MOTION (Cr Brown/Cr Filbee) 

 
 THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 

 
a) Agrees that there is no further use for the Oxygen Building that would 

justify the expenditure for seismic strengthening and upgrading costs. 
 
b) Approves the Oxygen Building be declared surplus and disposed of by way 

of sale by tender. 
 

c) Authorises that the Chief Executive be given approval to offer the Oxygen 
Building for sale, subject to confirmation that the purchaser has the means 
and intent to complete the required seismic strengthening, repairs and 
maintenance in a timely manner. 

 
It was clarified that the Building did not have a heritage rating however was listed on 
the Council’s inventory for historical buildings. 
 
Councillor Rangiwahia sought additional information on the cost of demolition prior to 
approving the recommendations. He believed it might be better to offer as a cleared 
site given the purchase of another green space in that area. 
 
Councillor Beccard understood not all heritage buildings could be retained however 
considered this building to be worth investigating. He did not want to see the Building 
purchased by a developer who promised the world however not be successful and 
compared this with the Pātea hospital site. He would support the Council providing 
funding to improve the appearance and functionality of the Building similar to what 
was undertaken with the Hunter Shaw Building in Pātea.  
 
Councillor Brown would prefer the site to become a green space to compliment Te 
Ramanui o Ruaputāhanga. 
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Deputy Mayor Northcott believed that if there was a purchaser who was willing to 
abide by the additional recommendation then this was a good heritage asset for the 
town. 
 
Councillor Roach suggested that a 12 month timeframe be attached to the 
recommendation so that if the Building was not sold then a report on options including 
demolition be bought back to the Council. 
 
ADMENDMENT TO MOTION (Cr Roach/Cr Young) 

 
 THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 

 
a) Agrees that there is no further use for the Oxygen Building that would 

justify the expenditure for seismic strengthening and upgrading costs. 
 
b) Approves the Oxygen Building be declared surplus and disposed of by way 

of sale by tender. 
 

c) Authorises that the Chief Executive be given approval to offer the Oxygen 
Building for sale, subject to confirmation that the purchaser has the means 
and intent to complete the required seismic strengthening, repairs and 
maintenance in a timely manner. 

 
d) Agrees that if the Oxygen Building was not sold within the 12 month period 

a further report of options available be reported back to the Council. 
 
It clarified that the 12 month timeframe started when the recommendation was made 
unless specified otherwise. 
 
In terms of the potential purchaser and their intent Mr Waite explained that a 
purchaser had expressed interest however would be required to go through the 
tendering process along with other interested parties. The interested party had 
indicated they would like to renovate the Building however had not indicated what that 
might look like. 
 
Mayor Nixon supported the addition of recommendation (d) in terms of a report being 
brought back to the Council with options after the proposed timeframe. He would like 
to see it tested on the market first for the potential for it to be restored. He supported 
the motion as it stood. 
 
Councillor Filbee presumed that through the tendering process the Council had the 
right to accept or deny any tender. The Council were not obligated to take the highest 
tender. 

 
RECOMMENDATION (Cr Roach/Cr Young) 

 
38/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 

 
a) Agrees that there is no further use for the Oxygen Building that would 

justify the expenditure for seismic strengthening and upgrading costs. 
 
b) Approves the Oxygen Building be declared surplus and disposed of by way 

of sale by tender. 
 

c) Authorises that the Chief Executive be given approval to offer the Oxygen 
Building for sale, subject to confirmation that the purchaser has the means 
and intent to complete the required seismic strengthening, repairs and 
maintenance in a timely manner. 

 

3
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d) Agrees that if the Oxygen Building was not sold within the 12 month period 
a further report of options available be reported back to the Council. 

 
CARRIED 

 
3.2 Infrastructure for the Waihi Road mixed use area 
 
The purpose of this report was to present the issues and options for installing 
infrastructure in the Waihi Road mixed use area to enable further development of the 
Business Park. 

 
MOTION (Mayor Nixon/Cr Beccard) 

 
 THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 

a) Approves up to $3 million for detailed design and installation of 
infrastructure, including water supply, roading and initial stormwater 
infrastructure, for the Waihi Road mixed use area. 

 
b) Agrees to fund the $3 million by way of funds from the Long Term 

Investment Fund. 
 
c) Notes that in addition to providing essential infrastructure to the Waihi 

Road mixed use area, this work would enable the establishment of the 
South Taranaki Business Park. 

 
d) Notes that the budget for the remainder of the required South Taranaki 

Business Park infrastructure will be included in the Long Term Plan and 
budgeted over several years. 

 
Mayor Nixon saw value in a Business Park in the area however would like the 
infrastructure to be established as it would provide surety to businesses. In the current 
term with wanting to get the economy moving and the effects of COVID-19 he did not 
want to put additional stress on the ratepayers. Discussions at the Audit and Risk 
Committee prior to COVID-19 were around using funds for projects rather than 
creating additional debt. He believed this was an ideal opportunity to move forward 
without putting further debt on the ratepayers. 
    
Mayor Nixon had questions around wastewater as it was not mentioned amongst the 
infrastructure and the upgrade of water supply to Normanby. He understood that these 
were Stage 2 which also included opening Little Waihi Road. Mr Crockett confirmed 
that if the Council were to develop the second stages further to the west then further 
infrastructure would be required. It clearly showed in the Long Term Plan the intention 
to provide more water security in Normanby in the future. 
 
Councillor Beccard agreed that by establishing this area it would provide a place for 
businesses to set up.  Businesses had already expressed their interest. The Business 
Park was a benefit to the whole District in terms of providing additional job 
opportunities. He supported using the Long Term Investment Fund (LTIF). 

 
In terms of the junction at Kerry Lane to Waihi Road Councillor Rangiwahia asked if 
there had been any discussion with New Zealand Transport Authority (NZTA) to install 
a roundabout at the same time. Mr Willson explained that these were the continuing 
conversations being held with NZTA around making that piece of road safe. Mayor 
Nixon explained that this had been pushed through several avenues. 
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Councillor Filbee identified risk around the business park and questioned whether this 
was the right site. Mr Crockett explained that a feasibility study was presented to the 
previous Council that identified zoned areas where industrial park activities could 
occur. This would require a plan change in the future however could be actioned 
quickly because infrastructure was already in place.  
 
In terms of the availability of land Mr Crockett confirmed that the conversations taking 
place were positive. The intention was to put infrastructure activities in the areas that 
could be activated and prepare for Stage 2 further down the track.  
 
Ms Bigham was concerned with the lack of financial information around what impact 
using $3 million now would have on future revenue verses funding by loan. From a 
small community perspective, this was a lot of money to be spent when potentially 
there were many projects in other communities that were also needed and, in some 
cases, had been waiting years. While Hāwera had the biggest concentration of 
population it only made up one third of the District. Mr Crockett explained that the 
recommendation agreed to fund the $3 million from the LTIF. This meant 
investigations for the best mechanism to do that would be undertaken and might not 
result in the complete sum of $3 million being uplifted at once.  
 
In terms of developer’s contributions Councillor Mackay asked if this would offset the 
$3 million in the LTIF. She asked if the anchor tenant was guaranteed. Ms Aitken 
confirmed that the tenant had purchased the property and was now working with the 
team.  
 
Councillor Mackay was pleased with the reasonable contingency allowance made in 
the $3 million and that the Council were talking about connecting potential utilities for 
a coordinated approach in installation. 
 
Councillor Reid believed there was a significant risk with an insufficient water supply 
to enable firefighting in the area surrounding Waihi Road. She hoped the proposed 
infrastructure would mitigate that. 
 
Councillor Roach supported the Business Park in the proposed area however did not 
agree with funding it through the LTIF. He asked if the $3 million would be paid back 
to the LTIF through the sale of properties and developer contributions. Mr Crockett 
believed that the money from the sale of property would go into a different bucket 
however he would investigate this and report back. Councillor Roach supported this 
being funded by loan as he believed that a portion of this needed to be user pays. 
 
AMENDMENT TO THE MOTION (Cr Roach/Cr Bellringer) 

 
 THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 

a) Approves up to $3 million for detailed design and installation of 
infrastructure, including water supply, roading and initial stormwater 
infrastructure, for the Waihi Road mixed use area. 

 
b) Agrees to fund the $3 million by way of loan from the Long Term 

Investment Fund. 
 
c) Notes that in addition to providing essential infrastructure to the Waihi 

Road mixed use area, this work would enable the establishment of the 
South Taranaki Business Park. 
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d) Notes that the budget for the remainder of the required South Taranaki 

Business Park infrastructure will be included in the Long Term Plan and 
budgeted over several years. 

 
LOST 

 
Councillor Rook acknowledged the risk involved however believed there was no gain 
without risk. Businesses were already expressing their interest to develop in Hāwera 
and he believed the Council needed to provide those opportunities. He felt 0.5% was 
a not a big amount to increase the overall rates by. He believed the LTIF should be 
used for development and this was an important opportunity for Hāwera to be a driving 
force within Taranaki.  
 
Councillor Beccard commented that the recommendation in the officer’s report 
provided flexibility on how to fund the project however this did not. It would be 
advantageous for the project to go ahead without some flexibility on how the 
infrastructure was funded.  
 
Mayor Nixon reiterated the comment from Mr Crockett that the Council would look at 
the best way to fund the project from the LTIF. Feedback through the Council survey 
indicated there were several locals who would expand their businesses in the next 
five years if there was somewhere available. A business had already purchased a 
property in the area with another strongly interested. He believed any money would 
be well offset in future rates. He supported using the LTIF for an investment like this 
into the future. 
 
In terms of the fluctuation fund Mr Crockett considered there to be no risk. 
 
RECOMMENDATION (Mayor Nixon/Cr Beccard) 

 
39/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 

a) Approves up to $3 million for detailed design and installation of 
infrastructure, including water supply, roading and initial stormwater 
infrastructure, for the Waihi Road mixed use area. 

 
b) Agrees to fund the $3 million by way of funds from the Long Term 

Investment Fund. 
 
c) Notes that in addition to providing essential infrastructure to the Waihi 

Road mixed use area, this work would enable the establishment of the 
South Taranaki Business Park. 

 
d) Notes that the budget for the remainder of the required South Taranaki 

Business Park infrastructure will be included in the Long Term Plan and 
budgeted over several years. 

 
CARRIED 

 
3.3 Long Term Plan 2021/2031 – Vision, Outcomes, Community Priorities and 

Groups of Activities 
 
The purpose of this report was to present the following information for approval to be 
included in the draft 2021-2031 LTP; Vision Statement; Outcomes; Community 
Priorities; and Groups of Activities. 
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Mr Crockett commented that the Vision, Outcomes, Community Priorities had been 
presented to the Council through workshops and the Iwi Liaison Committee. However, 
understood that Iwi would like further conversations around what those community 
outcomes and priorities meant. He suggested that the Council consider confirming 
recommendations a, b and c and adopting them once further conversations with key 
stakeholders had taken place. 
 
Discussion was undertaken on the Council’s Vision Statement and it was agreed that 
it be called South Taranaki the Most Liveable District. 
 
RECOMMENDATION (Cr Beccard/Cr Mackay) 

 
40/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 

a) Confirms the Council’s Vision Statement to be included in the draft 2021-
2031 Long Term Plan: “South Taranaki the most liveable District”. 

 
b) Confirms the Council’s Outcomes to be included in the draft 2021-2031 

Long Term Plan: 
 

• Vibrant South Taranaki – Cultural Well-being – A vibrant and creative 
District with strong connections with iwi/hapū that celebrates diversity. 

• Together South Taranaki – Social Well-being – A together District with 
healthy, safe, resilient, informed and connected people. 

• Prosperous South Taranaki – Economic Well-being – A prosperous 
District with a sustainable economy, innovative businesses and high 
quality infrastructure. 

• Sustainable South Taranaki – Environmental Well-being – A 
sustainable District that measures its resources in a way that preserves 
the environment for future generations. 

 
c) Confirms the Community Priorities to be included in the draft 2021-2031 

Long Term Plan: 
 

• Strong relationships with Iwi and Hapū 
• Improve and maintain Roads and Footpaths 
• Reliable and safe water supply, wastewater and stormwater systems 
• Stronger economic growth with more innovation, ideas, training 

opportunities and jobs 
• Revitalise our towns 
• Actively engage with the community including youth 
• Our environment and most valued landscape features are protected 
• Community and cultural events, activities and entertainment 

particularly for our young people 
• Cycleways and pathways for residents and visitors 
• Innovative and updated community facilities and services across the 

District 
 

CARRIED 
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RECOMMENDATION (Cr Filbee/Cr Mackay) 
 

41/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 
d) Adopts the Council’s Groups of Activities, Activity Statements to be 

included in the draft 2021-2031 Long Term Plan: 
 

• Democracy and Leadership 
• Water Supply 
• Stormwater 
• Wastewater 
• Solid Waste 
• Roading and Footpaths 
• Community Facilities 
• Arts and Culture 
• District Economy  
• Community Development 
• Environmental Management 
• Regulatory Services 
• Coastal Structures 
• Corporate Services 

 
CARRIED 

 
3.4 Normanby to Hāwera Pathway 
 
The purpose of this report was to present a request to rescind Resolution 171/19(a) 
which was to approve expenditure for a pathway along the rail corridor from Normanby 
to Hāwera and to replace this with a new resolution to install an alternative pathway 
via Ketemarae Road and Glover Road.  
 
Councillor Beccard felt that although the pathway along the rail corridor was proving 
difficult it was by far the best and most efficient option. Although it might take a while, 
he believed the Council would be successful in proceeding with this project. 
Ketemarae Road had boxthorn hedging and was a high speed narrow road making it 
not suitable for a pathway. He disagreed with any other option. 
 
Ms Aitken explained that the original proposal was not achievable due to the number 
of crossing points needed, which increased both costs and safety issues. A proposal 
to cross the Ōhangai Road intersection also raised safety concerns. Council officers 
along with the Pathways Committee (the Committee) had investigated numerous 
options however each presented their own roadblocks. In addition, the NZTA subsidy 
would no longer be available if the project was not undertaken this financial year. A 
community meeting was held to discuss the options. This indicated that there was not 
a preferred alternative option however what was clear was people wanted a pathway 
between Normanby and Hāwera. 
 
Councillor Filbee originally opposed a pathway along Ketemarae Road and agreed 
that the railway corridor was the best option. However, it would require additional 
funds to complete the project whereas Ketemarae Road could be done quickly using 
the NZTA subsidy. 
 
Councillor Reid attended the community meeting and spoke to residents. She 
believed people would prefer to walk the quickest way and regardless would continue 
to walk down Waihi Road.  
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Mr Bigham chaired the community meeting and his overall feeling of the meeting was 
people were concerned about delay and just wanted something to happen. People 
also expressed the desire for an underpass to the Normanby School. 
 
Ms Bigham believed not going ahead with the project was an option that had not been 
considered. This project had been on the radar for four years and she wondered if it 
was time to put a timeframe on the project recognising that if NZTA funding was 
returned then there were other districts in the country that could use it. 
 
Mayor Nixon firmly believed the railway corridor pathway was the only option as it was 
the most direct route however understood the issues around the project. The pathway 
would be on railway reserve which was of concern as they maintained the right to use 
it. He did not always support the Ketemarae Road pathway however believed a 
pathway between Normanby and Hāwera was essential as a commuter route and for 
recreation. Recreationally people preferred a loop rather than a one way. He asked 
that this be considered as a bigger picture and supported the Ketemarae Road 
pathway. Discussions with Waka Kotahi would be around a coordinated approach for 
the installation of a pathway and the pipeline to Normanby. He saw speed restrictions 
being put in place reducing the speed making it safer.  
 
Whilst Ketemarae Road pathway was not the Mayor’s preferred option he saw it as a 
step towards long term. He believed that a loop would be used recreationally as well 
as in the future the SH3 option would be a more direct commuter loop.  
 
Councillor Mackay supported the comments made by the Mayor noting that the future 
vision was lacking in some of the statements made. She believed a footpath would 
likely be along Ketemarae Road as a result of the Business Park. Ketemarae Road 
was a safer avenue than along the state highway and it could lead to future residential 
development. She saw Hāwera expanding in that direction and Normanby becoming 
a suburb of Hāwera in the future.  
 
Councillor Beccard commented that Normanby already had an existing railway 
crossing and highlighted that it did not seem difficult to cross a railway line in other 
parts of the country accept this area.  
 
Councillor Roach supported continuing with the railway corridor pathway. 
 
Councillor Langton agreed that recreationally users preferred a loop. In terms of the 
Business Park this would raise health and safety concerns with the increase of large 
vehicles using the area. 
 
Deputy Mayor Northcott believed it was clear that Normanby residents wanted a 
pathway of some form from Normanby to Hāwera. 
 
Clarification around the funding was sought and it was explained that the full budget 
which the Council was required to approve was $1 million which was the gross amount 
and included NZTA funding. 
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RECOMMENDATION (Cr Filbee/Cr Mackay) 
 

42/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 

a) Agrees to amend Resolution 171/19(a): 
 
And replaces it with; 
 
THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee recommends the Council; 
 
b) Agrees to commit the gross amount of up to $1 million to assist with the 

costs of developing a pathway from Normanby to Hāwera via Ketemarae 
Road and Glover Road.  

 
CARRIED 

 
 

4 Resolution to Exclude the Public 
 

RESOLUTION (Cr Young/Cr Mackay) 
 

43/20 PS THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this 
meeting, namely: 

 
 The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, 

the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific 
grounds under section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and 
Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows: 

 
 General subject of each 
matter to be considered 

Reason for passing 
this resolution in 
relation to each 
matter 

Ground(s) under section 48(1) 
for the passing of this 
resolution 

 
 1. Confirmation of Minutes – 

Policy and Strategy 
Committee – 27 July 2020 
 

Good reason to withhold 
exists under Section 7. 

That the public conduct of the relevant 
part of the proceedings of the meeting 
would be likely to result in the disclosure 
of information for which good reason for 
withholding exists. 
Section 48(1)(a) 

 

 
 This resolution is made in reliance on sections 48(1)(a) of the Local Government 

Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests 
protected by section 7 of that Act, which would be prejudiced by the holding of the 
relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as follows: 

 
Item No Interest 
1. Enable any local authority holding the information to carry on, without prejudice of 

disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations) (Schedule 
7(2)(i)). 

 
  CARRIED 
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5 Resume Open Meeting 
 

RESOLUTION (Cr Mackay/Cr Langton) 
 

45/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee resumes in open meeting. 
 

 CARRIED 
 

 
The meeting concluded at 2.37 pm. 

 
 

Dated this         day of                                  2020.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

…………………………………………. 
CHAIRPERSON 
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Public Excluded Policy and Strategy Committee 
Meeting 
 
 
Minutes of the Public Excluded Policy and Strategy Committee Meeting of the South Taranaki 
District Council held on 7 September 2020. 
 

 
1 Confirmation of Minutes 

 
1.1 Policy Development Committee Meeting held on 27 July 2020. 
 
RESOLUTION  (Cr Roach/Cr Rook) 

 
44/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee confirms the public excluded 

minutes from the meeting held on 27 July 2020 as a true and correct record. 
 

CARRIED 
 

 
2 Resume Open Meeting 

  
RESOLUTION  (Cr Mackay/Cr Langton) 

 
45/20 PS THAT the Policy and Strategy Committee resumes in open meeting. 
 

CARRIED 
 
 
 

Dated this         day of                                  2020. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

…………………………………………. 
CHAIRPERSON 
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Pūrongo 
Report  

 

 

 

 (This report shall not be construed as policy until adopted by full Council) 
 
Whakarāpopoto Kāhui Kahika / Execu ve Summary 
 
1. This report seeks approval for the reviewed Significance and Engagement Policy (the Policy) 

to be included in the Long Term Plan (LTP) 2021-2031 consultation document, as part of the 
LTP project. The Policy determines if a decision is significant (in relation to degree, levels of 
service, decision, financial, reversible and sustainability); and outlines when and how the 
Council will engage with the community, as part of the decision making process. 

 
2. It is proposed that changes are made to the Policy including new sections covering: 
 

 the tools the Council will use to engage with the community;  
 how the Council will provide information; 
 the goals for the Council in engaging with Māori;  
 information on hearings and feedback; and  
 when the Council will not engage. 

 
3. Also included in the proposed changes are assessment tools for officers to determine the 

level of significance for a decision. Additionally, the criteria for determining significance and 
the engagement criteria are amended to include environmental factors and remove enable 
(respectively). 

 
 
Taunakitanga / Recommenda on 
 
THAT the Council approves the draft Significance and Engagement Policy, for inclusion in the Long 
Term Plan 2021-2031 consultation documents; to enable the public to make submissions on the 
proposed amendments. 
 
 
Kupu Whakamārama / Background 
 
4. The Council is required, under the Local Government Act (LGA) 2002, to develop and review 

the Policy. The Policy lists strategic assets, determines what is significant for the Council, 
and outlines when and how the Council will engage with the community, as part of the 
Council’s decision making process. 

  

To Policy and Strategy Committee 

From Privacy and Policy Advisor, Adrienne Cook 

Date 19 October 2020 

Subject Significance and Engagement Policy (LTP 2021-2031 Project) 
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5. The Council is required to provide information about its Policy within the consultation 

document of the LTP. Therefore, the Policy itself is reviewed as part of the LTP project.  
 
6. On 23 June 2020 a workshop was held with the Mayor and Councillors to discuss the Policy 

and provide strategic direction for the policy review. 
 
Local Government Purpose 
 
7. This Policy provides clear and consistent information about how and when the Council will 

engage with the community, and what it considers significant for the District. This 
contributes to the social, economic, environment and cultural wellbeings now and into the 
future. 

 
 
Ngā Kōwhiringa / Options – Identification and analysis 
 
8. The Policy is a legislative requirement under section 76AA of the LGA. The Council adopted 

its first policy on 1 December 2014 and reviewed it in 2017/18 as part of the previous LTP 
project (years 2018-2028). The Policy can be amended at any time. This Policy establishes a 
general approach for determining the significance of Council decisions and sets out when 
and how the Council will engage communities in its decision making relative to the 
significance of the decision.  

 
Proposed changes to the document 
 
9. The Policy was reviewed and feedback from the Council workshop held on 29 June 2020 was 

incorporated into the draft Policy (attached in Appendix I of this report). The following 
changes are proposed: 
 
 Amend the criteria for determining significance – to include environmental factors 
 Amending the engagement criteria – to remove “enable” 
 Include new sections covering: 

a) How the Council will engage 
b) Providing information 
c) Engagement with Māori 
d) Hearings and feedback  
e) Determining when not to engage 

 Include assessment tools for officers to determine the level of significance. 
 
10. The current Policy sets out the following assets and groups of assets the Council deems to 

be significant:  
 

 All roading networks; 
 All solid waste networks (excluding buildings); 
 All stormwater networks (excluding buildings); 
 All wastewater networks (excluding buildings); 
 All water networks (excluding buildings); and 
 Housing for the elderly. 
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11. Please note that highlighted sections in the proposed Policy will be updated once the Policy 

is adopted, as these are cross references to sections of the Policy or to other documents 
being reviewed. 

 
Inclusion in consultation document of the LTP 
 
12. Any amendments to the Policy are required to be undertaken using the special consultative 

procedure. The Council has reviewed the Policy (along with other policies) as part of the LTP 
project and includes the Policy as part of the consultation document. 
 

13. Reviewing the Policy as part of the LTP process means that the Council can look at the big 
picture (the LTP) and set the direction for all Council engagement with the community on 
all decisions it makes moving forward. 

 
Risks 
 
14. The following points provide a risk analysis on the proposed changes to the Policy: 
 

a) Adverse effect on community 
A Policy must be reflective of the wants and needs of the community. If a policy is 
developed which does not meet the requirements of a community, then this could 
have an adverse effect on the community and the Council. 

 
b) Timeframes 

This Policy is one of several which form part of the LTP 2021-2031. This project has 
already started and follows a specified timeline, to meet the Council’s legislative 
requirements under the LGA 2002.  

 
c) Legal 

The Council is required under section 76AA (1) of the LGA 2002 to review its Policy 
and is required to include a summary in the LTP. 

 
Options available 
 
Option 1: Adopt the recommendation - approve the proposed Policy for consultation 
 
15. The recommendation proposes that changes are made to the Policy and the document is 

included in the consultation document as part of the LTP 2021-2031 project. 
 
Option 2: Modify the recommendation - change the proposed Policy 
 
16. The Council may wish to make amendments to the proposed Policy, prior to approving the 

document for inclusion with the LTP consultation document. 
 

Option 3: Decline the recommendation - retain the status quo (no changes to the current policy) 
 
17. The Council may wish to decline the proposed recommendation and retain the current 

Policy, with no changes. 
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Whaiwhakaaro me ngā aromatawai / Considerations and Assessments  
 
Assessment of Significance and Engagement 
 
18. The Council’s general approach to determining the level of “significance” will be to consider: 

 
Criteria Measure Assessment 
Degree The number of residents and ratepayers affected 

and the degree to which they are affected by the 
decision or proposal. 

High: All residents and 
rate payers are affected 
by this policy. 

LOS The achievement of, or ability to achieve, the 
Council’s stated levels of service as set out in the 
Long Term Plan 2018-2028. 

Low: This policy does not 
impact on the Council’s 
ability to achieve its Level 
of Service. 

Decision Whether this type of decision, proposal or issue 
has a history of generating wide public interest 
within South Taranaki. 

Low: This policy does not 
generate wide public 
interest. 

Financial The impact of the decision or proposal on the 
Council’s overall budget or included in an 
approved Long Term Plan and its ability to carry 
out its existing or proposed functions and 
activities now and in the future. 

Low: The review of this 
policy does not have any 
financial implications. 

Reversible The degree to which the decision or proposal is 
reversible. 

Low: The Council may 
amend the policy at any 
time.  

 
19. The Policy will be included in the consultation documents for the LTP 2021-2031 project. 

Consultation with the public on this policy will be undertaken as part of the LTP, using the 
Special Consultative Procedure. 

 
Legislative Considerations 
 
20. Under section 76AA of the LGA 2002 every local authority is required to adopt a significance 

and engagement policy. The LGA 2002 is prescriptive in the content required for a policy, 
and states under section 76AA (1) and (3) that it must set out: 
 
“(a) …[the] local authority’s general approach to determining the significance of proposals 

and decisions in relation to issues, assets, and other matters; and 
(b) any criteria or procedures that are to be used by the local authority in assessing the 

extent to which issues, proposals, assets, decisions, or activities are significant or may 
have significant consequences; and 

(c) how the local authority will respond to community preferences about engagement on 
decisions relating to specific issues, assets, or other matters, including the form of 
consultation that may be desirable; and 

(d) how the local authority will engage with communities on other matters. 
 

…(3) The policy adopted under subsection (1) must list the assets considered by the local 
authority to be strategic assets.” 
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21. The purpose of a significance and engagement policy is: 
 
“(2)(a) to enable the local authority and its communities to identify the degree of 

significance attached to particular issues, proposals, assets, decisions, and 
activities; and 

(b) to provide clarity about how and when communities can expect to be engaged in 
decisions about different issues, assets, or other matters; and 

(c) to inform the local authority from the beginning of a decision making process 
about— 
(i) the extent of any public engagement that is expected before a particular 

decision is made; and 
(ii) the form or type of engagement required.” 

 
22. Under schedule 10, section 11, the LGA states that the Council’s LTP must contain: 
 

“(a) a summary (or other description) of the local authority’s significance and engagement 
policy under section 76AA; and 

(b) a reference to where the full policy can be found, which may be done by providing a 
link to the relevant document on the local authority’s Internet site.” 

 
23. A current Significance and Engagement Policy (adopted under section 76AA (1)), may be 

amended from time to time; however, it has traditionally been reviewed as part of the LTP 
project. When amending a significance and engagement policy the Council is required to 
consult in accordance with section 82 of the LGA 2002, unless it considers on reasonable 
grounds that it has sufficient information about community interests and preferences to 
enable the purpose of the Policy to be achieved. 

 
Financial/Budget Considerations  
 
24. There are no financial implications regarding this policy. 
 
Consistency with Plans/Policies/Community Outcomes 
 
25. Nothing in this report is inconsistent with any Council policy, plan or strategy. 

 
26. This matter contributes to the following community outcomes as detailed below: 
 

 Vibrant South Taranaki;  
 Together South Taranaki;  
 Prosperous South Taranaki; and 
 Sustainable South Taranaki. 

 
Impact on Māori/Iwi 
 
27. This Policy affects every resident and rate payer in the South Taranaki District. It outlines 

how, when and where the Council will engage with the community. The Policy contains a 
section on the goals of the Council to engage with Māori specifically. It is appropriate for 
Iwi, who represent affiliated Māori, to have an opportunity to make a submission on the 
proposed policy. Māori who are not affiliated with an Iwi organisation have an opportunity 
to make a submission individually through the Special Consultative Process (SCP). 
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Affected Parties Consultation 
 
28. The Council is required to use the SCP to obtain feedback and submissions from the 

community and affected parties. This policy will form part of the LTP 2021-2031 consultation 
document. 

 
 
Whakakapia / Conclusion 
 
29. This report seeks the approval of the proposed draft Significance and Engagement Policy 

(attached in Appendix I of this report), for inclusion in the LTP consultation document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [Seen by] 
Adrienne Cook Becky Wolland 
Privacy and Policy Advisor Policy and Governance Manager 
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DRAFT - Significance 
and Engagement Policy 
South Taranaki District Council  
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Executive Summary 
 
The South Taranaki District Council (the Council) is responsible for making decisions on behalf of its 
communities. The Council engages with its communities every day and in different ways. This can 
range from simple messages to keep an individual or group informed, or it can be a reciprocal (two-
way) process where the Council asks the community for their viewpoint. This information is used to 
inform the decisions that the Council makes. 
 
This policy provides guidance to the community about when they can expect to be informed about a 
proposal, or be asked for their view on an issue, to feed into the decision making process. 
 
Purpose 
 
This policy establishes an approach for determining the significance of Council decisions; and sets out 
when and how the Council will engage with communities in its decision making, relative to the 
significance of the decision. 
 

 
Objectives 
 
The objectives of this policy are: 
 

a) To enable the Council and its communities to identify the degree of significance attached to 
particular issues, proposals, assets, decisions and activities. 

b) To let communities know how and when they can expect to be engaged in the Council’s 
decision making processes. 

c) To inform the Council from the beginning of a decision making process about the extent, form 
and type of engagement required. 

d) To ensure that the Council meets all legislative requirements for consultation and community 
engagement, including the requirements of section 76AA of the LGA 2002. 

  

We want to: 

have the right conversations  ‐  with the right people  ‐  about the right issues  – 
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Policy 
 
1.0 Process overview diagram
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2.0 Determining Significance 
 
The Council first needs to consider the level of significance in relation to the proposal, asset, 
decision or activity. 

 
The following sections provide the step by step process for how the Council determines 
significance. 
 
2.1 Assessment 

 
For each decision an assessment will be undertaken by the report writing officer using 
the following thresholds and criteria, to determine significance: 

 
2.1.1 Degree of significance 

 
HIGH 
Large impact 

MEDIUM 
Moderate impact 

LOW 
Minor impact 

Degree of 

Significance 
 

2.1.2 Criteria to determine significance 
 

Council officers will need to think about the following five criteria, and make a 
recommendation about the decision’s significance to the elected members. The 
final decision about the significance of any matter rests with elected members. 

 
Criteria Measure 

Degree The number of residents and ratepayers affected and the degree to which 
they are affected by the decision or proposal. 

LOS The achievement of, or ability to achieve, the Council’s stated levels of 
service as set out in the Long Term Plan. 

Decision Whether this type of decision, proposal or issue has a history of generating 
wide public interest within South Taranaki. 

Financial The impact of the decision or proposal on the Council’s overall budget or 
included in an approved Long Term Plan and its ability to carry out its 
existing or proposed functions and activities now and in the future. 

Reversible The degree to which the decision or proposal is reversible. 

Environment The degree of impact the decision will have on the environment. 
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2.2 Strategic Assets 
 

Under section 5 and 76AA (3) of the LGA 2002, this policy lists assets or groups of 
assets which are considered strategically important to the Council; to achieve and 
promote the current and future well being of the South Taranaki community: 

 
 All roading networks; 
 All solid waste networks (excluding buildings); 
 All stormwater networks (excluding buildings); 
 All wastewater networks (excluding buildings); 
 All water networks (excluding buildings); and 
 Housing for the elderly. 

 
Note:  
Where a strategic asset is a network, or has many components, decisions can be made on 
individual components within the network without being regarded as significant, unless that 
component substantially affects the level of service provided to the community. 
 
Decisions can be made to physically alter strategic assets to prevent an immediate hazardous 
situation arising; or repair an asset due to damage from an emergency or unforeseen situation. 
Any decision relating to the sale or transfer or sale of shareholding of any of the above mentioned 
assets, is a significant matter and will trigger the Special Consultative Procedure (SCP). 
 
See also section 3.6 (Determining when not to engage). 

 
2.3 Requirements for reports: 

 
2.3.1 Every agenda item requiring a decision of the Council, will require the report 

writer to consider significance and engagement, as defined within this policy.  
 
2.3.2 Each decision will be considered on a case by case basis to determine 

significance.  
 
2.3.3 The consideration, disclosure and engagement will be proportional to the 

significance of the decision. 
 
 
3.0 Engagement 

 
After assessing the level of significance, the Council decides on the level of engagement 
required. 

 
3.1 Principles of engagement 

 
 Genuine – we will engage honestly, and we will respect and listen to the views 

provided by the community with an open mind, and will give due consideration 
to them when making decisions. 
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 Timely – we will engage with the community as early as practical. We will allow 
time for participants to contribute, and for them to be able to raise points on the 
issue. 

 Purposeful – we will be clear about the purpose of the engagement and the 
ability and scope of the engagement to influence decision. 

 Inclusive and accessible – we will engage in a way which encourages participation 
of all who are likely to be affected by, or are interested in, a decision. 

 Recognition of diversity - we will endeavour to use engagement methods which 
are appropriate to the issue and those we are seeking to engage, having regard 
to their culture, age, and ability. 

 Informed – we will provide clear, easy to understand and objective information 
relating to the engagement, and ensure it is readily available so that participants 
can make informed contributions. 

 
3.2 Determine level of engagement 

The Council has identified four levels of engagement that it may use to convey 
information to the community on decisions that it makes. 

 
Engagement assessment levels 
 

Level Goal 
Inform To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist 

them in understanding the problems, alternatives, opportunities 
and/or solutions. 

Consult To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions. 

Involve To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that 
public concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and 
considered. 

Collaborate To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision, including the 
development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred 
solution. 

 
3.3 How the council will engage 

 
3.3.1 We will communicate across multiple channels to reach ratepayers and 

residents. This could include, but is not limited to: 
 

 Council’s website 
 Sent with rates notices - Southlink Extra 
 Local newspapers (Southlink and public notification) 
 Email 
 Social media 
 Antenno 
 Face to face meetings / events 
 Online surveys 
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 Other means of communication on a case by case basis 
 

3.3.2 For any engagement above level “Inform”, an officer must complete a 
communications plan and or engagement plan. See link here: 

 
[insert communications plan and engagement plan link here – internal only] 

 
3.4 Providing information 

 
Depending on the level of engagement (when we will consult, involve or collaborate), 
the Council will generally provide information on: 

 
 What is proposed? 
 Why? 
 What options are available? 
 Our preferred option, and why (when its appropriate to state this)? 
 Costs and rating impact (if applicable). 
 How the community can have its say? 
 The timeframe and the process. 
 How we will communicate the outcome. 

 
Note: there are times when engagement will mean that not all of the information listed above can be 
provided (depending on the level of engagement that the Council has decided to use). 
 

3.5 Engagement with Māori 
 

The LGA 2002 provides principles and requirements that are intended to facilitate 
participation of Māori in the local decision making processes. 

 
The goal for Council is for greater engagement with Māori, which includes 
strengthened and ongoing partnerships. The Council’s aim is to receive advice, 
appropriate information and understanding from Iwi groups, about the potential 
implications and/or effects of proposals on tangata whenua values. 
 
The Council outlines its engagement with Māori in the [Building Māori Capacity 
Policy]. 

 
3.6 Determining when not to engage 

 
There are times when the Council will not consult with the community, because the 
issue is routine, or operational, we must meet certain standards, or because there is 
an emergency. The Council also wants to strike the right balance, and not “over-
consult” with the community – getting consultation fatigue, which could result in the 
community tuning out of conversations with us. 
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Here are some examples of things that we won’t be asking about: 
 
 Organisational decisions (ie. staff changes and operational matters) that do not reduce a 

level of service 
 Emergency management activities during a state of emergency – Civil Defence 

Emergency Management Act 2002. 
 Decisions taken to manage an urgent issue, or 
 Decision to act where it is necessary to: 

o Comply with the law; 
o Save or protect life, health or amenity; 
o Prevent serious damage to property; 
o Avoid, remedy or mitigate an adverse effect on the environment; 
o Protect the integrity of existing and future infrastructure and amenity. 

 Decisions that are commercially sensitive (eg. awarding contracts). 
 Any decisions that are made by delegation/sub delegation to officers. 
 Entry or exit from a development agreement (private contract) as per section 207A Local 

Government Act 2002. 
 Decisions in relation to regulatory and enforcement activities 
 When we are not required to consult, by law, we can consider making a decision without 

consultation on a case by case basis. 
 
4.0 Formal Consultation 
 

4.1 Special Consultative Procedure 
 

Some legislation specifically requires the Council to use the Special Consultative 
Procedure (SCP) to engage with the public. This is a very prescribed process, and the 
rules are outlines under section 83 of the LGA 20002. The SCP is the most common 
type of formal consultation that the Council may undertake. This process is required 
for some plans and processes, including but not limited to, adopting or amending a 
Long Term Plan or bylaw. 
 
The SCP process requires the Council to prepare a statement of proposal and make it 
publicly available. The Council is required to collect feedback from the public (in the 
form of a submission) for a minimum of one month, and allow each submitter the 
opportunity to present their views at a hearing. 
 
If the SCP is required, the Council must use the process described in the LGA 2002, 
and is not required to undertake assessment using sections 2-3 of this policy. 

We want to: 

concentrate on having the right conversations  ‐  on the issues that are genuinely significant to 

the South Taranaki community. 
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4.2 Hearings and Feedback 

 
 Hearings are held at the Council Chambers, Albion Street, Hāwera – unless 

otherwise designated. 
 The Council can provide submitters with the opportunity to give their feedback 

using audio link, or audio-visual link. 
 The Council (if asked to), can facilitate interpretation – including Te Reo Māori and 

New Zealand sign language. 
 The Council will acknowledge the receipt of any submission, and notify the 

decision either via email or by letter. 
 The Council will make all decisions available on the Council website. 
 The Council provides free internet access, and terminals at every LibraryPlus 

within the District. 
 
5.0 Definitions 
 
 The Council is the South Taranaki District Council (elected members and/or officers). 
 
6.0 Review of Policy 

 
The Significance and Engagement Policy will be reviewed every three years, as part of the Long 
Term Plan process, to ensure that the policy reflects the way in which the Council engages 
with its communities. 
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Appendix I: Assessment matrix 
 

 
Once the level of significance has been calculated from the matrix above, this relates to the type of 
engagement level to be used, as noted in the table below: 
 

 

 Criteria Explanation Assessment 
rating (number) 

2.2 1. Strategic asset? Yes Is it a strategic asset 

where levels of service 

are impacted? 

Yes (3)  

No (0) 

No (0) 

De
te

rm
in

in
g 

Si
gn

ifi
ca

nc
e 

(s
ec

tio
n 

2.
1.

2)
 

2. Number of people 
affected? 

LOW 
Less than 100 

(1)  

MEDIUM 
Less than 500 but more 
than 100 

(2) 

HIGH 
Greater than 500 

(3) 

3. Degree of impact on 
people affected 

 
Criteria 3-9 require qualitative assessment. 
Remember: 
 Front page newspaper test 
 Impact on individuals and groups 
 Potential benefit vs. risks 
 Financial cost of the outcome 
 Potential precedent set 
 Related to land or water? 
 Assessed against environmental 

sustainability and climate change criteria? 
 Of political interest 

 
N/A (0), L (1), M (2), H (3) 

 

4. Impact on levels of 
service 

 

5. Level of potential 
community interest 

 

6. Cost of proposal  
7. Is the decision reversible? 

Yes (0), No (2) 
 

8. Degree of impact on the 
Environment 

 

3.5 9. Impact on Māori  

Total Low / Medium / High (circle one)  

Level of significance LOW Score of 10 or less  

MEDIUM Score between 11 - 19 

HIGH Score of 20 or above 

Level of 
significance 

Engagement level 

LOW Consultation may not be required, or level inform only (case-by-case basis) 

MEDIUM Must use one of the engagement types: 

Inform, Consult, Involve or Collaborate HIGH 
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Appendix II - Determining Significance guidance 
 

Criteria Measure High Medium Low 

Degree The number of residents and ratepayers 
affected and the degree to which they 
are affected by the decision or proposal. 

Impacts a large proportion of the 
community. 
(e.g. change in rubbish 
collection) 

Impacts a subgroup or groups 
within the community 
(e.g. creation of neighbourhood 
playground) 

Impacts an individual person or 
household. 
(e.g. removal of one light on the 
roadside outside a house) 

LOS The achievement of, or ability to 
achieve, the Council’s stated levels of 
service as set out in the Long-Term Plan 
2018-2028. 

Ceasing or commencing a service. A more than nominal alteration 
of a service. 

A nominal or no alteration of a 
service 

Decision Whether this type of decision, proposal 
or issue has a history of generating wide 
public interest within South Taranaki. 

High degree 
(e.g. town centre 
redevelopment) 

Moderate degree 
(e.g. disposal of surplus 
land/building) 

Low degree 
(e.g. putting in a new bus stop) 

Financial The impact of the decision or proposal 
on the Council’s overall budget or 
included in an approved Long Term Plan 
and its ability to carry out its existing or 
proposed functions and activities now 
and in the future. 

Unbudgeted operating costs 
greater than 10% of total 
expenses in the financial year of 
the decision. 
 
And/or 
Unbudgeted capital costs greater 
than 1% of total assets in the 
financial year of the decision. 

Unbudgeted operating costs 
greater than 5% (but less than 
10%) of total expenses in the 
financial year of the decision. 
 
And/or 
Unbudgeted capital costs greater 
than 0.5% (but less than 1%) of 
total assets in the financial year 
of the decision. 

Unbudgeted operating costs less 
than 5% of total expenses in the 
financial year of the decision. 
 
And/or 
Unbudgeted capital costs less 
than 0.5% of total assets in the 
financial year of the decision. 

Reversible The degree to which the decision or 
proposal is reversible. 

Highly difficult 
(e.g. constructing a purpose built 
building) 

Moderately difficult 
(e.g. adoption of a bylaw) 

Low difficulty 
(e.g. minor amendment to a 
policy) 

Environment 
 

The degree of impact the decision will 
have on the environment 

Significant impact on the 
environment 
(e.g.  

Has some impacts on the 
environment.  
(e.g.  

Has little or no impact on the 
environment 
(e.g.  
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